Significance and Impact: Coupled fluid flow and geomechanical modeling of CO 2 storage can significantly enhance parameter estimation of the geomechanical response during GCS
Research Details
-Forward modeling results highlight the importance of Biot's coefficient in coupled reservoir and geomechanical models of subsurface system -Multiple sets of parameters including both geomechanical and permeability values can match the observed data equally well -Inverse modeling results show the inclusion of the pore pressure constraint is essential to estimate the coupled flow and geomechanical properties associated with different surface uplift data
Influence of Geomechanical and Hydrogeological Properties on Surface Uplift at In Salah
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► In Salah Gas project in Algeria: CO 2 recovered in natural gas production was reinjected into a sandstone reservoir formation, resulting in the deformation of reservoir and other geological units ► Surface uplift data based on the satellite based inferometry (InSAR) was used to investigate reservoir properties and coupled flow and mechanical processes ► Two simulation domains represent two characteristics of surface uplift data (low uplift at KB501 and high uplidft at KB503) ► The Sierra simulation software developed at Sandia Lab was used for the numerical analysis. Sierra is an engineering mechanics simulation code that includes a suite of highly parallelized finite element analysis modules for different physics Poroelasticity approach to account for the pore pressure effect on the stress tensor: σ eff is the effective stress tensor b is Biot's coefficient p is the pore fluid pressure I is the identity tensor Newell et al. (2016, In press, JPSE) Effect of combination of the geomechanical (Biot's coefficient) and hydrogeological (anisotropic permeability) properties of reservoir on the surface uplift in KB501 (low surface uplift case) (Sim-KB503-E10 is the base case)
Effect of anisotropic permeability of the reservoir on the surface uplift in KB503. This case has all the properties of the base case (Sim-KB503-E10), except the permeability field for the reservoir ► Multiple sets of parameters can match the observed data equally well and the inclusion of the pore pressure data is critically important to constrain the parameter solution during inverse modeling ► Parameter estimation with surface uplift and pore pressure data can be utilized to determine optimal operation conditions during GCS (e.g, CO2 injection rates, failure criteria)
